
Unique Wine Suitcase Arrives in US
SANDIA PARK, NM, USA, May 16, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- “ Looking for a
safe, secure, easy and affordable way to
travel with wine?"  Barry Wax would like
to introduce you to the VinGardeValise™,
a most unique wine suitcase.   Wax,
Proprietor of Wine Line® has developed
the  VinGardeValise™ after three years
of research and development.     Wax

said that the wine suitcase “…should dramatically facilitate the ability of consumers to confidently and
comfortably travel with their wine.”

Please go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Amwu_vPRKMw  to view an informative and
amusing video starring the VinGardeValise™.

The holder of several wine accessory patents, Wax designed the VGV™ to “…incorporate the flexible
needs and lifestyles of wine consumers.”  According to Wax, “the modular design of the case allows
consumers to re-purpose it to carry from 2 to 12 bottles of wine, or, to take less wine and fill the empty
space with clothes, books and toiletries.”

Fully loaded with a full case of wine, (12-750ml bottles), the VGV™ weighs in at between 43 and 48
lbs (depending on the size and weight of the bottles), thus avoiding airline excess baggage charges.
The suitcase can accommodate a wide variety of wide and tall bottles, as well as one champagne
bottle per side.  The suitcase shell is made of  polycarbonate and contains high density polyurethane
modular foam  compartments inside.  With 4 double spinner wheels, the case is easy to move; and
two double handles on the top and side facilitate lifting and carrying, when necessary.

The first shipment of the VinGardeValise™ is scheduled to arrive in Wax’s west coast distribution
center within about 10 days.  MSRP is set at $199.99 and the item can be ordered on-line at
www.VinGardeValise.com.
For more information about the VinGardeValise™, please contact Barry Wax at
BW@VinGardeValise.com, or call 505.286.8838.
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